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ABSTRACT

The procedure of delivering a reinforcer to one subject contin-

gent upon a second subjectrs exhibiting a specific response (and

vice versa) has been labelled a backscratch contingency of reinforce-

ment. Backscratch contingencies of reinforcement have been demon-

strated' to produce increased rates of social interacËion between dyad

members as a sid.e effecÈ. Although previous studies have not investi-
gated the generalization of a backscratch phenomenon to non-dyad sub-

jects, recenÈ studies inl:the area of generalization have d.emonstrated

that generalization of a response to other stj¡nulus situations is not

líke1y to occur untit that response has been taught in at least two

stimulus situations.

During this study, six retard.ed subjects_were.,ohserved in three

settings in order to ascertain whether the increase in social inter-
action was specific between dyad members or was a generalized increase

in ínteraction toward other subjects. This study involved four'phases,

an individuar contingency phase prus three phases which involved a

backscratch contingency for different dyad combinations of three ex-

perimental subjects. An additional three subjects remained on an indi-
vidual contingency of reinforcement throughout the experiment. Data

were collected on each of the social interactions of each of the three

experimental subjects tor¡rard all other subjects.

The findings of this study suggest that although some generali-

zation of interaction toward non-dyad subjects occurred following

the first introduction of a backscratch contingency, there v¡as a

corrsìd.nbre increase in the generalization of social interaction
lì.: r:riliil a:::. ::
l"i::riì:{ir;:
ii::r ì.'':i¡.",.
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toward, non-dyad subjects forlowing a subjectrs participation in a

second, dyad on the backscratch contingency. Furthermore, this study

demonstrated that the generalized increase in interaction was greatest

in situations where there are no required tasks.
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INTRODUCTION

The development of social interaction skills in mentally retar-

ded individuals has been an area of concern for some tj:ne. In fact,

the lack of these skills has been described as "one of the most

striking behavioral deficiencies that distingmishes the severely

retarded child from higher functioning retarded or'normal children"

(Whitman, Mercurio & Capongiri, 1970, p. 133).

Socia1 interaction studies have utilized prímarily two approa-

ches: (1) the contingent application of positive réinforcement to

increase social interaction be-tween individuals (e.g., Minkin, Brauk-

mann, Minkin, Timbers, Timbers, iFixsen, Phillips & V[olf ¡ 1976¡ Milby,

1970); and (2) procedures which al-ter social interaction as a side

effect (e.g., Cuff &.Martin, Lg74; Strain, Shores & Kerr, IL976).

This study vras concerned with the second approach, and in particular,

with social interaction as a side effect of a backscratch contingency

of reinforcement. A backscratch contingency of reinforcement is a

contingency whereby a response by one subject results in a positive

reinforcer being received by a second subject. Conversely, a res'

ponse by the second subject results in a positive reinforcer being

received by ttre first subject. The previously mentioned side effect

of a backscratch contingency was first notèd.,by Powers and. Powers

(1971) during a study to compare the effects of a backscratch rein-

forcement contingency with an individ.ual reinforcement contingency

for lever pressing with two dyads of retarded children. Subsequent

sËudies (Cuff & Martin, L9'74¡ Williams, Martin c Abramit L974¡ WIL-

Iiams, Martin, McDonald, Hardy & Lanrbert, 1975) demonstrated this
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side effect to be both consistent and predictable with sÍng1e dyads.

AIl of these,,studies, however, considered generalizaf,ion of

social interaction in only one area other than the training environ-

ment and tJ:e additional areas were ones where no specific behaviors

were programmed.. Therefore, no informä.tion was available regarding

increased social interaction duríng periods when other tasks were

available or required. In addition, during all of these studies, the

task which was reinforced was the only task available to the subjects.

Finally, none of these studies reported rates of social interaction

tor¿ard individuals who \^rere no,t members of a specific backscratch dyad.

An adclitional concern in the present'study, therefore, was the

degree to which the interaction responses, produced as a side éffect

of backscratch contingencies of reinforcement, generalized to non-

dyad subjects. Recent findings suggest that responses taught in one

stimulus situation d.o not necessarily generalize to a second stimulus

situatíon. However, if that response \das taught in additional stimu-

lus situations, most subjects spontaneously exhibited the response

in still other stimulus situations. This phenomenon has been demon-

strated in a study which taught correct posture behavÍor to retarded

girls across settings (Lowther, Martin & Nicholson, 1976) and in a

study which taught correct greeting response to a retarded child ac-

ross sËaff members (Stokes, Baer & Jackson , Lg74).

The purpose of this study, then, was to attempt to add to the

existing information on backscratch contingencies of reinforcement

and generalization. Specifically, the study attempted to ascertain

whether social interaction responses developed as a side effect of a
i{:ii':ì;::
'. ii :

:
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backscratch contingency of reinforcement between backscratch dyad

subjects, also þeneralized toward indÍviduals who were not members

of the specific backscratch dyad, or whether these effects had to

be programmed by replicating the backscratch contingency for each

initial dyad subject with a different dyad member. To this end,

a backscratch contingency of reinforcement *." .ppiied in a number

of systematic replications to a combination of dyads, while observ-

ing for generalízation of social interaction to other dyad and non-

dyad subjects within three different settings.

METHOD

Subjects

Six mentally retard.ed young adults, living at the Manitoba School

for Retardateslrwere used as subjects in this study. These subjects

were selected with respect to several criteria. These included the

absence of severe behavior problems, the ability to follow simp1e ..-i-

commands, recognition of their own names and at least minimal expres-

sive lang,uage. In addition, all subjects exhibited a level of retar-

dation which did not exceed the severely retarded range. Specifíc in-

formation al¡out these individuals can be seen in Tab1e 1. In ad.dition

InserÈ Table 1 about here

to ttris research, all subjects also participated in various ongoing

oper-ant trainíng programs (for examples of these programs, see Martin,

England e England, L97L¡ Martin, Kehoe, Bird, Jensen & Darbyshire, ¡:,fji/ "l
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Table l. Summary table of Subjects

* indicates subjects who were involved in backscratch dyads.

a...' .

i :.' 1.: '

Subiec Sex
Age I Leve1 of
(yrs)l Retardation

Mental Age I Length of
Stanford-Binet) I Institutionalization

Length
of Time

in Present
Resid.ence

A*

B*

c*

D

E

F

Female

FemaIe

Fema]-e

FemaIe

l"lale

FemaIe

24

.19

31

18

18

28

Severely

Severely

Severely

Profoundly

Severely

Severely

yr 10 months

Test Date

(Le76)

yt 4 months
Test Date

Ãe76)

yr 7 months

Test Date

(Le76)

yr 0 $onths
lest Date

(re72)

yr 1 month

Test Date

(Le74)

yr 2 months

Test Date
(r976\

L4 years

years

20 years

10 years

years

20 years

10 ye4.rs

7 years

4 years

6 years

I year

4 years
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L97L¡ Treffry, Martin, Samels & Watson, 1970).

The six subjects were randonly divided into two groups. One group

(Group 1) of ttrree subjects (å,, B, and C) received positive reinforce-

ment on both a backscratch and an individual contingency at different

times throughout the experiment. The other three subjects (Group 2,

Subjects D, E, a¡d F) received positive reinforcemênt on an individual

contingency throughout the experJ:nent and served as a sample of non-

dyad individuals toward whom the backscratch dyad subjects could inter-

act. The rate of social interaction responses toward Group 2 subjects

served to indicate the amount of generalization of sociat interaction

toward non-backscratch dyad individuals.

Settinq

This study was conducÈed in one of the Research Cottages2 at

The Manitoba School. Within this cottê9êr three areas were utilized.

These included two classrooms and an activity area' which shall be 
:

referred to as the pre-training classroom, the training classroom,

and the generalization area, respectively. 
,.::..1.. 

,...

Pre-training generalization classroom (hereafter referred to as ','-r,"'-',',',',

.t,:, . .

the pre-training classroom) . This area consisted of a room with a t,'.,,,,,r,ti,.,

'-:: : "'
one-way window through which data were collected by observers in an

observation room on the other side of the one-way window. Within this

room there was also a table with six.:çhairs placed around it and a ,',..,,1',:.;,1,,

supply of coloring books and crayons. The placement of these articles 
iì';'¿'';¡'""'

can be seen in Figure 1.
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Insert Figure 1 about here

!¡a:þing classroom. This area also had a one-way window through

which data were collected from the observation room, a table, six

chairs, and a supply of coloring books ând crayons. rn addition,

this area also had a variety of oLher experimental apparati (see Fig-

ure 1).

Generalization area. The cottage activity/,w room was.used for
this area, during a period of time when approximately 24 additional

cottage trainees were.normally in that room. As there were no one-

way windows in this room, observations were mad.e by an observer who

sat on a chair in a corner of the room.

Apparatus

The major equipment used, in thiq study consisted. of two audio-

tape record.ers, a number of pre-recorded. audiotapes, a four-chamber
Ireinforcer selection box and a box upon which a lever \it¡as mourited. !,lhen

this was pressed. downward to meet the top of the box, it completed. i,,.,,,....,
a.1., .' ,,,,,.,,'

a circuít causing a b:uzzer within the box to sound. one of the '1 : r '

¡.,.:..',:, r,:r

audiotape. fecorders q¡as used by the observers to indicate observational :::':":'i'

intervals and the other audiotape recorder was utilízed in the tiaining
classroom to instruct the subjects to push the lever. Both the box 

i,,,,:,,,,:containing the lever and the buzzer and the reinforcer selection box i::.,:.,1:,,,i

were hung on the waII in the training classroom, one situated on

èach side of the tabre. Eigrure;2 irlustrates that equípment which

was used in the training classroom

ì;. . ,:_:
:lt-r::

:<.
¡ij
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Insert Figure 2 about here

Depend.ent Variables

The dependent variables in this study were those interaction

responses defined and used by Cuff and Martin (L974). These included

head direction, pointÍng, touching, and verbalization. The specific

definitions used were:

Head Dírection - the subject facing in the direction

of another subject for a period of at least 2 seconds.

Pointing - the subject m'aLing hand movements toward

another subject for at least 2 seconds.

Touching - the subject making a physical contact

with another subject for at least 2 seconds.

Verbalization - a verbal response either directed

at anothêr subject or using another subject's name.

Independent Variables

The independent variable in this study consisted. of the indi-

vidual and. backscratch contingencies of reinforcement for requested 
..

lever presses. For the purpose of this study, an individual co4tingency

of reinforcement referred to a contingency whereby the subject who

emitted the requested lever press received the reinforcer. During

the backscratch contingency of reinforcement, on the other hand,

when one subject (Subject. 1) exhibited ttre correct lever press re:

sponse, the other subject (Subject 2) in the dyad would receive the

reínforcer. Conversely, Subject I would receive the reinforcer when-

1..,:.';ì:;r',;";
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Figrure 2' Apparatus utilized in the training classroom.
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ever SubjecE 2 responded correctly.

Experimenters

The generalization area observation data were recorded by the

author. The pre-training and training classroom observation data were

recorded by ttrree groups of student psychiatric nurses on short-term

affiliations at the l"lanitoba Schoo1 for Retardates. The first group

of observers observed sessions one through 16. The second group of

observers observed sessions 17 Èhrough 39 and the ttrird group of ob-

servers observed sessions 40 through 52-

Each of these three groups v¡as composed of four students' three

of which observed and recorded the interaction responses of a specific

subject (i.e., either A, B, or C) toward tl:e other subjects. The

fourth member recorded concurrently with one of the ott¡er observers

in order to acquire an interobserver reliability (IOR) score. In addi-

tion, the fourth observer recorded concurrently with the author once

per week in order to acquire an trOR score for the generalization area

o]¡servations. IOR scores \^rere calculated by dividing the number of

agreed.-upon observations by the number of agreed-upon observations

ptus the number of disagreed-upon observations and multiplying that 
..

figiure by 100. Only those interaction responses recorded were qsed

to calculate these'IOR scores.

During the pretraining and training observations, in order to

ensure that the fourth observer had the same line of vision as the

observer with whom she was observing, but was unable to see the res-

ponses of the other observer, the fourth observer stood directty be-

hind the other seated observer. Although the fourth observe

i.".'
':.":l

1_-

ì' :-

:t.

l;r:rr:i.'.rir-iâ

.'.-
OF MÅNITOBA

.(/eRAnres
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have been able to see when a response was being recorded., she was

unable to see the details of what v¡as recorded.

During the generalization area observations, tfie author sat be-

hind and slightly to one side of the fourth observer so that visual

contact with the other's records was minimized but the observers were

sti1l able to have similar lines of vision and were able to hear the

tape recorder. In all situations, ttre observers were instructed not

to discuss their observations during observation times and to record

independently.

Prior to any group of observers collecting. d.ata, it was necessary to

ensure that each observerrs data was reliable. In order to accomplish

this, the author discussed the procedure and definitions with the ob-

servers. Next, the:author a¡rd the fourth observer observed and recorded

the subjectsr interaction responses in each of ttre three areas utilized

in the study. This continued until the IoR was over 8Og" on three con-

secutive ten-observation periods. Next, the fourth observer repeated.

this procedure witJ: each of the other observers duríng both pre-training

and training classroom observations. This training took one day for the

first two groups of:observers and three days for the last group of

observers. Data, collected during these observer-training period.s wä.s

not used. for the study. During the study a total of 96 IOR observations

were carried out. Aveiage IOR scores for the observers of Subjects A,

B, and C during 41 training procedure observations were 93? ¡ 89eo¡

and 89.93, respectively. The average IOR scores during 41 pre-training

procedure observations were 94.22, 89.68, and 94.9%., respectively. Fin-

aIly, during the generalization procedure 14 IOR observations were per-
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formed which showed an average IoR score of 82c".

General Procedure

Experimental sessions \¡¡ere conducted daily (!¡londay to Fríday)

with each session consisting of observations within each of t}re three

areas previously specifie.d.

Pre-training generalization classroom observation procedure. This'

procedure constituted the fírst portion of each daily session. During

these observations, all six subjects entered the pre-training classroom

and were seated around the table, on which there were coloring books

and crayons. Although aII subjects \^lere seated, the choice of seats

was left up to the subjects and once the author left the room, the

subjects could move about' the room as they pleased'

When the author had returned to th; ãbservã¿iãñ room, a pre-

recorded audiotape was started, which specífied 30, ten-second ob-

_serve/five-second record intervals. Duríng the ten-second observaËion

intervals, the observers observed their specific subjectrs ínter-

actions, and during the five-second record intervals, the observers

recorded each ínteraction response arid the subject toward whom the

response was directed. During any ten-second observalion interv

only one response per type of interaction/per subject v¡as recorded,

even if more occurred. After the 30 observation intervals \dere completed,

the subjects .1¡/ere taken from the pre-traitaing classroom to the training.

classroom

Training classroom procedure. This procedure was initiated after

all. subjects were seated in the training classroom. Once again,

coloring books and crayons were available on the table and the choice ,.,.:::::...,;: _' -_; '
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of seats vras left up to the subjects. Also, the subjects were allowed

to move about freely as duri-ng the pre-training classroom procedure,

once the procedure began.

To start tJ:is session, the author, who remained in the training

classroom during this procedure, turned oà one of tl¡e pre-record.ed

audiotapes (hereafter referred to as the subjects sti:nulus tape)

and at the same ti:ne, the observers turned on a second pre-recorded

autiotape, which was exactly the s¿tme as that used. during the pre-

training observations, except ttrat there were 60 rather than 30

observe,/record intervals. The d.ata recording procedure was also the

same as that described in the pre-training classroom procedure. The

subjects stimulus tape, however, announced a different subjectrs name

every 30 seconds and specified that the subject was to "go press the

btJzzer". Each subjectrs name was.announged in a mixed order five times

per session. F'urthermore, whenever the suJrjects stimulus tape announced.

"(subject's name), go press the buzzeî", the specified subject was to

get up from tJ:e table, go to the lever and press it. A correct lever

press was defined by the sounding of,-the buzzer. If tJ:e subject, responded

correctly (i.e., the buzzer sound.ed), one of two things happened., d.ep-

ending on whether the specific subject h¡as on the backscratch or individ-

ual contingency of reinforcement. If the subject (e.g., Subject A) was

on the backscratch contingency of reinforcement (e.9., A/B backscratch

dyad), the author would say, "Good. girl, tsubject A's name) r yoü pushed

the buzzer. Now (subject B's name) can go get a cand.y." If the subject

the individual contingency of reinforcement, the author would say,on

L.-':.1..j
I: '.r.' .

was
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one side of the room to Ëhe other approximately every t1aTo minu-

so as not to bias individual subject's head direction.

\

,,Good girl (boy), (subject's name), go get a candyl'. The specific sub-

ject could then go to the reinforcer selection box and select the

candies available in one of the charnbers. If the subject did not com-

plete the lever press response, the author said nothing and candies

were,inot made availabte on that trial. Finally, 30 seconds after the

last subjectrs name was announced, the subjects stimulus tape stated'

"O-.K. everybodyr this session is finished. Go back to the TV room.l'

All duríng the training classroom procedure, the author moved
'-.:.: : ì ì.

from

tes,

Generalization Area observation Procedure. This procedure

occurred for a 3O-minute period jmmediately following Ëhe training

classroom procedure, during which time most of the residents of the

cottage and all of the subjects were in this area. The data was

collecÈed by the author who sat in a corner of ttre room. The auLhor

listened to another pi.=r..orded audiotape (via headphones) which

specified the observation nunber plus "Observe::(subject's name)'!, then

ten seconds later the observation nrunber and "record", then ten seconds

later this was repeated for a second subject. This tape lasted 30 min-

utes, during which ti:ne each of subjecÈs A, B, and c were observed 3ö
ì

ti-rnes.

Once again, during

move freely around the

but were not allowed. to

Research Designæ

this proced,ure, all subjects were allowed to

room (as were the other residents of the cottage)

leave the room.

, design utilized for this study vlas a multiple

, il :::ì

iiì1r
:i:'j..1

The basic research
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baseline across subjects with observations being conducted across

each of the three seËtings. This research consisted of four phases.

These included ttre Baseline, the lst Backscratch Dyad (subjects A/B),

and 2nd Backscratch Dyad (with reprication for subject B in subjects

Brlc Dyad), and finalry the 3rd Backscratch Dyad (with rep]-ications

for both subjects A and c). These backscratch and. índividual rein-

forcement contingencies were only in effect in the training classroom.

There l¡lere no reinforcement contingencies applied by the experimenters

during the other two observation procedures during any of the phases.

Phase I (Baseline). During the baseline phase, all subjects

\úere on an individual'contingency of reinforcement in the training

classroom

Phase II (Subjects A/B Backscratch Ðyad).____Du.ring this:phase,

twô of the subjects in Group 1 (Subjects A and B) were placed on

the backscratch contingency of reinforcement in the training class-

room. During the training classroom procedure, SubjecL C and ãIL

of the subjects in Group 2 remained on the individual conËingency

of reinforcemenÈ (i.e., baseline) .

Phase III. (Subjects B/C Backscratch Dyad with replication for

B). During thÍs phase, Subjects B and C

backscratch contingency of reinforcement

Subject A was returned to the individual

(i.e., reversal) and all of the subjects

individual contingency (i.e., baseline) .

Phase IV (Subjects A/C Backscratch Dyad with replícation

of Group 1 were placed on täe
ì

in the training classroom.

contingency of reinforcement

in Group 2 remained on the

{ot

ii ì

both subjects A and c). During this phase, in the training ilassroom,
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subjects A and c were placed on the backscratch contingency of rein-

forcement. Subject g \oas returned to the individual contingency

(i.e., reversal) and all of the subjects in Group 2 remained on the

individual contingency (i..., baseline) .

The criteria for changÍng phases included: a). a minimum of six

sessions per phase, b) a maximum of 15 sessions per phase, and c)

phases could be changed. between sessions sÍx and 15, if the average

of ttre total interaction responses of the last three training class-

room proced.ure sessions was within Ì0% of.the average of the total

iàteraction responses of the immediately preceding three training

cl-assroom procedure sessions for each of the Group J- subjects (i.e.,

A, B, and C).

RESULTS and DISCUSSION

Although the results of ttris study essentially replicated pre-

vious findings by Cuff and l4artin, L9'14; Powers and powers, 1971_; and

Williams et aI., 1975 in many respects, it also added considerable

information about the backscratch phenomenon.

Prevíous studies have noted. an increase in interaction respon-

ses toward the other dyad menber as a result of the first. introduc-
ì

tion of a backscratch contingency. Additionally, pievious studies

have shown this increase to be primarily during the training proced.ures,

wittr only some minjmal increases in inLeraction responses during

generalization. Figure 3 shows the data from this study. In this

Insert Figrure 3 about here
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Figrure 3. Àverage interactÍon responses per phase, for each subject

in Group I toward the other subjects in each of three

prograrnmJ.ng areas.

' t indicates the subject vtas on the backscratch contingency

during that sPecific Phase.

PRE-TRAINING GENERALIZAT¡Ol.l
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figure, tJre interaction responses toward the Group 1 subjects is re-

presented as ¿ur average session rate per phase, for each subject.

The interaction responses toward the Group 2 subjects however, is
represented as an average session rate per phase for all three sub-

jects.

This data showed. increases in interaction during the initial
backscratch contingency for subjects A and B (i.e., phase rr) toward.

each other during the training proced.ure. Additionarly, subject Ars

rate of interaction responses toward Subject B was slightly less during

botJ: the pre-training and generalization procedure obsen¡ations, where-

as subject Brs interaction rate toward subject A during these two

procedures was considerably higher than during Phase I. Interaction

responses of subject A and subject B toward the other subjecLs, how-

ever, suggested only slight reductions in rate, in several cases, and

slight to consideral¡le increases in the majority of cases.

The data for Subject C's first backscratch contingency was much

more diffícult to interpret than that for either Subject A or Sr:bject

B, for severar reasons. During phase r and phase rr, subject c (who

tìras on an individual contingency) did not utilize any of the coloring

equipment, however, during phase III she began::coloring during pre-

training and training procedure observations and continued with this

activity throughout Phase w. since coloring might be seen as iso-

lative ín nature, one would. expect subject c,s interaction rate to
decrease when she began coloring. secondly, during phase rrr, the

backscratch contingency for subjects B and c; subject B (who was on

her second backscratch contingency) terminated lever pressing, thus

t;:t--\-.i.:-1.:

i" i:: , ti :.i .
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Subject C received. fewer reinforcers than she had during Phases I and

II. Additionally, during this time, Subject C failed to prompt Sub-

ject B to push the lever, but continued to push the lever herself when

requested. to do so. Thirdly, Subject Crs rate of interaction responses

toward Subject B were grossly exaggerated, when compared to her res-

ponses toward the other subjects, during Phases I and II, during the

pre-training and training observations. This exaggerated rate may,

in fact, represent a baseline rate, which although relia-ble is not a

true representation of Subject Crs interactíon rate toward Subject B

in other situations. This suggestion finds some support in the fact

that Subject C¡s rate of intera.Liott toward Subject B during the gen-

eralization observations of Phases I an$ II does not show thislexag-

gerated. rate. Finally, although Subject Crs interaction responses

toward Subject B were considerably higher than with the other subject,

they were showing a downward trend during the training and generali-

zation procedure observations of Phase II when compared against Phase

I (recall Subject C l{as on baseline d.uring Phases I and II).

With these points in mind, we saw that Subject Crs rate of res-

ponses toward Subject B drop during her first backscratch contingency

in bottr the pretraining and training classrooms. Ho\^rever, her inter-

action toward., Subject B increased during the generalization obser-

vations. Additionally, Subject C exhibited a slightly lower rate

toward: the subjects in Group 2 during pre-training and training

procedure observations and. a slightly higher rate toward Subject A

i¡ all observation settings.

::l:':ì:f:n!{ith some reservations, these data essentially replicate previous
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fÍndings with respect to the initial introduction of a backscratch

contingency. Additionally, they also indicate that this effecÈ, al-

though greatest toward members of ttre backscratch dyad, also shows

some generality toward other subjects.

The introduction of the second backscratch contingency also

essentially replicated previous findings in that both Subject A

and Subject C showed íncreases, over their respective fírst back-

scratch contingency response rate, toward. the other member of their

particular dyad, during ttre training procedure observations. A¿ldi-

tionalIy, all three subjects in Group I showed slight increases to-

wardr their respective dyad members during the pre-session procedure

observations. Of greatest importance, horalever, was that all three

subjects in.Group 1 showed increased interaction responses toward

all other subjects during the generalization observations during their

second backscratch contingency.

Finally, although the design of thÍs study -allowed for only one

reversal following ttre second backscratch contingency (i.e., Subject

B during Phase IV), Subject Brs data would suggest t'hat the results

of ttre backscratch contingencies was maintained above the baseline

rate or continued to increase.
i.

A summary of these and previous findings wit} respect to back-

scratch can be seen in Table 2.

Insert Table 2 about here

These findings would suggest that although the major increase

Ì.:

'.1:' :.
i',:,

::t.



T têms

lowers & Powers

( r97 1)

9lillia¡ns et al

' ffSZSl

Cuff & Martin
(t974't

Present,
Study

1. Subjects 4 mentally re-
tarded childten

4 mentally
retarded

young adulbs

2 mentally
.retarded

young adults

6 mentally
.retarded

young adults
2. No. of subject.s

receivíng
backscratch
reínforcement

4 4 2 3

3. Reinforced
task

lever
pressing

table
serving

picture
naming

.1ever
pressing

4. Other available
tasks

nil ni1 nil coloring

5. Data collection
areas

¿. Training area

b. Àrea similar
to training
area

c. Free-activity
area

'i
yes

(subjective)

yes

yes

"i

yes

yes

yes

yes

6. Reported inter-
actíon effect of
lst backscratch
contingency to-
t¡ard each speci.-
fic dyad member*

À** increases
'' reported

(casual ob-
servations)

-4. i¡rcreases
for all su-b-
jects

B***increases
f.ox 2 of. 4
subjects

À. increases
for all sub-
jects

B. increases
for]-of2
subjects

A. increases
for2of3
subjects

B. increases
for2of3
subjects 

.

c**** inc-
reases for
lof3
subjects

7. Reported inter-
acÈion effect of
2nd backscratch
contingency to-
ward each speci-
fic dyad member*

A. i¡¡creases
(casual ob-
servations)

A. increases
for all sub-
jects

B. increases
for all sub-
jects

A. increases
for all sub-
jects

B. increases
for all sub-
jects

A. increases
for2of3
subjects

B. increases
for all sub-
jects

C. increases
for2of3
subjects

8. Reported inter-
action effect, of
lst backscratch
contingency to-
ward subjects
who are not mem-
bers of the
specific dyad

niI nil nil A. increases
for only I of
3 subjects

B. increases
for 2 of i3
subjects

C. increases
for all sub-
jects

9. Reported inter-
action effect of
2nd backscratch
contingency to-
ward subjects
who are not mem-
beris of the
specific dyad

nil nil ní1 À. increases
for2of3
subjects

B. substantial
increases for
all subjects

c. increases
for2or3
subjects

Table 2. Comparison of this study with previous studíes.

* Reported-increases refer to increases over all previous phases.
** À indicates training procedure observations

*** B indicates generalization observations
**** ç indicates pre-training generalization observations

2L.
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in social interactions is toward the other member of the backscratch

dyad, considerable generalization occurs toward other individual-s in

the environment. This would tend to support ttre..previous findings of

Stokee et al. (L974) and. Lowther et al. (L976) that generalization to

a second situation does not necessarily occur when a response is taught

in onry one stimul-us situation. However, when responses are taught

in two stimulus situations, the subjects tend. to exhibit thàt response

in other unprogrammed stimuLus sítuations. In this study, the increase

in interaction responses during a subjectrs first backscratch contingency

was mainly toward. tl:e other subject in the.dyad, when they \ñrere pre-

sent at a1l. During the subjects¡ second. backscratch contingency,

however, the subjects (again with some exceptions) not, only showed

increased interacËion in all three settings toward the other subject

in the dyad, but also toward. the other subjects in the study. This

effect was most prominent during the generalizatj-on procedure obser-

vations

The findings of this study are also of interest because the

respönses which \¡¡ere reinforced were not the primary responses avail-

abre to the subject, as they were in previous studies (see Table 2)...

Although interaction responses increased somewhat in frequency during

the pre-training and training procedure, the observers noticed little
if any reducÈion in the rate of coloring behavior. This observation

would. suggest several ifiportant practical implications which will be

discussed later.

'The most important finding, in the author's opinion, was the

substantial increase in interaction responses toward ar1 other sub-

1,.!'. ,. r.:-l
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jects during the generalízatioq. observation (i.e., during a free

period when no otÏ¡er responses were available). In sunmary then,

the results of this study suggest that backscratch contíngencies pro-

duce slight generalization of interaction responses to non-dyad sub-

jects during periods when alternate responses are available (i.e. 
'

coloring during the pre-training and training proced.ures) and greater

generalization of interaction responses to non-d.yad subjects during

periods when alternate responses are not available.

Practical Implications

Although this study was not aimed at ínvestigating practical

usages, they suggest themselves. This study indicates that even though

the subjectsr interaction rates increased consideralrly toward other

subjects during free periods, there lvas only a slight, increase (ex-

cept toward the other member of the backsc_ratch_{yg{) during the

periods when alternate responses were available. F\rrthellnore, the rate

of the alternate response (i.e., coloring) did not appear to be re-

duced by the backscratch;contingency. (It should be recalled that

the observation was subjective and reguires empirical validation.) ttris

would suggest that a backscratch contingency could be introduced

during any of a nr¡nber of tlpical ongoing activities (e.g., occupat-

ional therapy sessions, classroom sessions, recreational activitiesr..

etc.) without loss of performance during those activities, but urith

ttre result of increasing interaction responses during free periods.

This would seem to be of considerable benefit to índividuals who tend

to exhibit low rates of interaction responses (e.9., mentally retarded.,

mentally i11, etc.) and would seem to be more economic, with respecÈ

to sìaff time, than procedures which apply contingent reinforcement
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directly for interaction behavj-or

This does not imply that direct reinforcement of interaction

behavior is not a beneficial procedure, but rather Ëhat the back-

scratch contingency appears to be an easy procedure to apply and

does produce increased. socíal interaction as a side effect,.

it:r

::{ .
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FOOTNOTES

r. The Manitoba schoof for Retardates is a provincial training and

residential institution situated in Portage la Prairie, Manítoba,

Canada. ',. ,.

2. The cottage used in this study is one of four cottages making up

the Research Unit, which is trsed as a research facility for studies

in the field of behavior modification and mental retardation. ',:,,',


